919049 BRACKET KIT, INSTALLATION, 3-POINT, 6DEG D-TILT (OPTIONAL 4.5 OD POLE)

NOTES:
1. All hardware to be torqued to 15 ft-lbs after mechanical downtilt is set.
2. See Detail "D" for pole alignment instructions.
3. The bracket kit includes galvanized hardware and a set of SST nuts. SST nuts must be used on antenna-side brackets that attaches to the antenna as shown.

4.5" O.D. Pole

Anti-Rotation Bracket, Front (3 PL) 457246-PF
Antenna Top Bracket 457229-PF
Linkage Arm (2 PL) 457228-PF
Linkage 6Deg (2 PL) 457101-PF

Must USE SST Nuts to attach Antenna-side nuts to the Housing. (6 PL)

Prior to mounting the antenna to pole:
- Align tick mark on bracket to 0° line of Linkage arm and tighten hardware. This will assure proper alignment of bracket to pole.

Center Bracket Slider 457177-PF
Bottom Bracket 457231-PF

TOP BRACKET
MIDDLE BRACKET
BOTTOM BRACKET